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1. Executive summary
Below we investigate the macroeconomic and financial landscapes going into and through next year. Our analysis focuses on
the following key themes:
1. A Covid vaccination campaign globally that will unlock pent-up demand;
2. An “initial conditions” backdrop of much healthier US private sector balance sheets compared to prior recession exits;
3. A Federal Reserve in FAIT (flexible average inflation targeting) mode, accommodating the COVID stimulus, and
reactive only to durably strong inflation;
4. The Georgia Senate runoff elections evolving fiscal policy from crisis relief to broader stimulus;
5. The fiscal-monetary intersection supporting a procyclically accommodative stance, together driving the transition from
stabilization → relief → stimulus;
6. The transition from recurring crises last decade (each driving spikes in the USD, and short-circuiting US-centric
strength) to global policy structurally cutting off left tails this cycle;
7. The competing cyclical impulse of US exceptionalism in fiscal policy and vaccination rollouts, relative to Europe, in
the short-term;
8. The transition from the US Treasury market to the Chinese government being the new “TINA” (there is no alternative)
source for yield premium, and destination for large and price-insensitive capital flows;
9. The impact of a new secular downtrend in USD/RMB helping to drive a normalization of global macroeconomic and
trade imbalances;
10. Broader payments digitization, including the generational transition of gold to Bitcoin, and the rise of the digital RMB
on the back of dual circulation, Belt & Road Initiative, and DCEP;
11. The demographic shift to Millennials increasingly being the marginal participants in various markets, from housing to
equities, and the market regime shift impact of younger participants with higher risk appetite and fewer psychological
scars from prior crises;
12. Increasing debates about the extent of excess capacity, especially in the United States, and the risks and timelines of
“overshoots”.
We organize our thoughts on these themes as follows:
1. Macro
a. Backdrop
b. Policy
c. Outcomes
2. Markets
a. Equities
b. Government bonds
c. Currencies
d. Commodities
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Macro
Backdrop
• High-efficacy vaccines presenting the path to a post-Covid normalization;
• New strains presenting transmission risks in the short-term, with potential resistance to some treatments, but still not
resistant to vaccines, although with incomplete information at present and rising risks on vaccine efficacy beginning to
emerge in new data;
• US household balance sheets in solid shape, despite the severe Covid recession and high underemployment rates, due
to the unprecedent policy response;
• A Democratic trifecta prioritizing Covid mitigation, infrastructure, climate change, racial equity, inequality, and
diplomacy in its agenda;
• Financial markets exiting a decade-long regime of recurring global risk premium shocks (Great Financial Crisis,
European debt crisis, oil crash, RMB devaluation shock, US/China trade war, Fed “auto-pilot”);
• Fast US vaccine rollouts, while Europe facing a “lost quarter” on the back of new strain-induced lockdowns and a
slower vaccine rollout to date;
• China exiting the Covid recession without the unprecedented fiscal or monetary policy response seen in the other
major economies;
• A transition in the US from zero-sum to diplomacy-centered foreign policy, and from supply-side to -demand side
economic policy;
• Younger market participants with higher risk appetite and ample discretionary savings beginning to impact various
markets;
• The rise in IPOs, secondaries, lockup expirations, and SPACs beginning to drive net equity issuance closer to positive
for the first time since the 1990s, beginning the end of the secular “asset shortage” dynamic;
• Labor and capacity utilization rates both remaining depressed globally.
Policy
• A Fed that has transitioned to FAIT, accommodating large fiscal impulses, and willing to tradeoff higher risks to
inflation and financial stability/bubbles, to prioritize full employment;
• A Congress that is willing to pass large fiscal bills, with an increasing focus on distributional effects and outcomes;
• A Biden administration interested in infrastructure and regaining manufacturing competitiveness, including through a
new “industrial policy”;
• The combination of the above resulting in normalized inflation breakevens, suppressed nominal yields, a steepening
yield curve, and downward pressure on real yields and the USD;
• Policymakers around the world much more aggressive at chopping off the “left tails” in macro outcome distributions;
• European vaccine rollouts set to substantially accelerate in Q2;
• A PBoC that has been and plans to continue to be less dovish than its major central bank counterparts;
• China focused on RMB internationalization, increasing domestic consumer purchasing power, and competing
internationally higher up in the value chain;
• Europe continuing a gradual, stop-and-go path toward larger common fiscal issuance, and a consolidation of the
European Union’s and Eurozone’s aims.
Outcomes
• The broader trend supporting a reflexive process involving positive macro outcomes → policy effectively more
accommodative → USD and reals lower → more positive macro outcomes;
• A secular decline in USD/RMB, and at least a cycle-long shift to lower equilibrium risk premia and a shift in the skew
from left tails to opening up right tails (for example, in inflation markets, and in equity options put vs call skews);
• US real GDP growth likely being the strongest year in decades;
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•
•
•
•

•

In the near-term, some unwinding of the short-USD trade, as US exceptionalism in fiscal policy and vaccine rollouts
drive US yields higher and steepen US yield curves;
More structurally, tailwinds to short-USD, US small-caps, Chinese consumer tech, emerging markets, and commodities;
A rise in US inflation in H2, perhaps “transitory”, and a spike that the Fed will likely “look through” for a while;
The potential for the post-Covid “normal” involving a lower services labor intensity, offsetting some of the inflationary
impulses from the new policy regime, and allowing real yields to stay low and rate-sensitive growth names like FAAMGs
to re-rate strongly during periods of growth decelerations;
Thematic booms (such as in decarbonization, space, robotics, genomics/proteomics, digital payments, fitness/healthtech) continuing and likely turning into bubbles.
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Markets
Equities
• We expect equities to continue marching higher, particularly US value, Chinese consumer tech, global industrials, and
emerging markets;
• Rising headwinds from yields and FX in the near-term, potentially leading to some buyable corrections in Q1 or Q2 as
positioning resets a bit;
• A rotation back to US large-cap stocks re-rating sometime in H2, as “normalization” trades end up more fully valued,
and growth starts to decelerate a tad on the margin;
• Big-picture thematic trades continuing to rally, ultimately resolving into bubbles, with a durable rise in inflation being
the main risk for what can “prick” nascent bubbles;
• Equity risk premia (ERP) continuing to compress over the year, until a new backdrop of tight ERPs against low yields
and accelerating inflation.
Government bonds
• Near-term upward pressure to US yields on the back of the post-Georgia elections fiscal regime, and the impressive
rollout of high-efficacy vaccines in the US;
• Looking further ahead, lower-than-usual ceilings for US nominal yields, and continued downward impulses on US real
yields;
• We expect end-2024 Fed policy rate expectations to end the year somewhere around 3-4 hikes, which translates to a
low 1-handle US 10yr yield;
• The BoJ’s shift away from using YCC as a “ceiling” for JGBs may help amplify global steepening trends;
• Chinese government bonds continuing to outperform on a volatility-adjusted basis, with the relentless “sucking sound”
of capital into CGBs continues, CGBs become increasingly attractive for 60/40 and risk parity portfolios, and the yield
premium continuing to attract buyers on weakness;
• We expect any significant spike in rates volatility to resolve into another longer period of low-volatility regimes, even
if it’s accompanied by a gradual upward bias in yields this time.
Currencies
• A structural trend of lower US Dollar versus the Chinese Renminbi, with emerging market and other risk currencies
likely also appreciating;
• A temporary rally in USD on the back of a weaker Chinese credit impulse, a “lost quarter” in European growth, and
positive surprises in both the US fiscal and vaccine rollout picture;
• Funding currencies (like the Japanese Yen and Swiss Franc) continuing to face downward pressure, as the rolling global
risk premium shocks of the last regime become less frequent and more quickly offset by policy, and as the US presents
a policy + vaccine cocktail that diminishes the odds that the Fed is unable to leave ZIRP at all this cycle;
• A rebound in the Euro in Q2, as their vaccine rollout accelerates, and the political backdrop continues to improve and
provide more clarity to longer-term shifts on fiscal policy coordination and goals;
• Increasing adoption of blockchain technology (from individual investors, to private corporations, to governments
building out central bank digital currencies [CBDCs]) driving upward momentum in Bitcoin, especially into the end of
its latest four-year cycle, sometime around this summer.
Commodities
• Precious metals facing some headwinds from “digital gold” cryptocurrencies, as well as rising US real yields and USD
in Q1, but ultimately resolving higher and continuing what we believe are secular bull markets;
• Industrial metals facing some downward pressure sometime around mid-year, as second derivatives potentially turn
negative, but with secular tailwinds more generally, particularly those related to decarbonization and green energy
themes;
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•

Crude oil facing some two-way risk in the next quarter or two, as normalization gets “baked-in” with Saudi output cuts
offsetting near-term risks from Europe’s “lost quarter”, but ultimately finding no strong production response from US
shale, and potentially seeing large appreciation later this year into next, and through much of this new global macro
cycle.
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2. Macro
The global macro environment in 2021 is likely to be characterized by: 1) a robust fiscal-monetary nexus and transition from
central banks continuing to accommodate robust fiscal policy, driving the transition from stabilization to crisis relief to
genuine stimulus; 2) global vaccine rollouts, starting in earnest in the US, then Europe, and finally in Asia and emerging
markets; and 3) pockets of supply-side constraints, but generally depressed labor and capacity utilization rates, combining
to make inflation begin to rise, without overshooting this year, but with increasing tailwinds as the cycle progresses.

Fiscal-monetary nexus
Central banks should continue to remain accommodating robust fiscal policy, and against the backdrop of the vaccine rollouts,
ultimately transitioning the economy in 2021 to the “stimulus” and “normalization” stages of the sequencing below:

Stabilization (ZIRP, QE/CE, PEPP) → Relief (CARES Act, NGEU, America Rescue Plan) →
Stimulus ($2000 checks, infrastructure) → Normalization (vaccine rollouts, reopenings) →
Acceleration (climate stimulus, NGEU?, BRI?) → Overshoot (durably accelerating/high
inflation) → Tightening (FAIT mission accomplished).
What is FAIT?
Before the Fed’s strategic policy review since 2019, the Fed’s approach was dominated by the Phillips Curve: the notion that as
unemployment falls, inflation rises with a lag, due to faster wage growth. Because of secular disinflationary trends (globalization,
financialization, aging demographics, digitalization, automation, inequality), the transmission from headline unemployment rate
declines to faster inflation rates has been weakened (a flatter Phillips Curve). As such, for decades, the Fed has been shortcircuiting macro cycles before full employment is able to materialize.
The strategic policy review began the transition away from focusing on Phillips Curve dynamics, to “letting things run hot” to
maximize the odds of reaching full employment. Flexible average inflation targeting (FAIT) is a more codified approach of this
notion, in which the Fed targets *average* inflation rates over a period of time, allowing below-target inflation “misses” to be
offset by above-target inflation, before the Fed begins to tighten policy. As Vice Chair Richard Clarida (who led the policy
review) put it: “We are not going to lift off until we get inflation at 2% for a year. ... We are trying to tie our hands.”
The upshot of this is that as positive macro outcomes materialize, the Fed remaining patient allows their stance to become
more accommodative on net. Until realized inflation is durably above target, and average trailing inflation rates get closer to
longer-term targets, the Fed will tradeoff inflation and financial bubble risk, to prioritize the journey to full employment.
How does that affect housing?
This keeps interest rates (including mortgage rates) lower than the economic backdrop would otherwise imply. In our view, US
housing should continue to remain strong, on the back of a potent cocktail of these low mortgage rates, a demographic handoff
to Millennial purchasing power and household formation, and a varied supply response to higher demand and prices. Ultimately,
this should keep residential fixed investment strong, which should be a strong tailwind to the US economy since “housing is
the business cycle”.
As can be seen in Chart 1 below, single-family housing starts are rocketing higher, while homeowner vacancy rates (inverted)
are around the lows from the 1970s. It should be tough to see this dynamic significantly reverse for the next 3-4 years, given
the demographic tailwinds of rising Millennial household formation (Chart 2 shows that almost 40% of new home buying in
2020 was from Millennials alone) and rising disposable incomes against depressed mortgage rates (Chart 3).
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Chart 1. US single-family housing starts (blue, LHS, in 000s) vs US homeowner vacancy rate (red, RHS, inverted axis). Source: Federal Reserve, Census Bureau, Department of Housing and Urban
Development.

Chart 2. Age of homebuyers in 2020. Source: National Association of Realtors 2020 Home Buyer and Seller Generational Trends Report.

Chart 3. Household financial obligations (left axis) and savings (right axis) as a % of disposable personal income, and their difference (bottom panel). Source: Bloomberg, Federal Reserve.
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Biden stimulus
Meanwhile, the fiscal side of the picture is driving higher income growth, which the Fed’s FAIT accommodates and whose
impulse the Fed maximizes. The likely sequencing of the Biden administration’s fiscal packages is likely to be: Covid relief →
infrastructure → green stimulus. The CARES Act last year successfully replaced income lost from the Covid crisis and
lockdowns, to the extent disposable income actually rose in the middle of a macroeconomic crisis.
Chart 3 also shows how the combination of monetary policy (lowered financial obligations ratios) and fiscal policy (a spike in
personal savings rates) has helped create an environment of massive pent-up savings, waiting to be drawn-down as vaccines
allow gradual normalization. It is important to remember, however, that the distribution of the savings and financial obligations
may make for a less-rosy picture, particularly in the context of eviction and default moratoria expected to wind down this year.
Charts 4 and 5 below shows Goldman Sachs’s estimates about the distribution of pent-up savings.

Chart 4. Estimated excess savings by income quintile. Source: Goldman Sachs.

Chart 5. Estimated excess savings by income quintile and liquidity profile. Source: Goldman Sachs.
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Going forward, the $2+ trillion likely in the pipeline this year between the above three priorities should further support
disposable income growth, and as economies reopen and normalize post-vaccine distribution, this should allow consumption,
employment, and capex to strongly rebound, ultimately moving the regime from “relief” to “stimulus” at some point in 2021.
In fact, Indeed’s job postings are now above pre-pandemic highs.

Chart 6. Job postings on Indeed, United States. Source: Indeed.

As Charts 7 and 8 below from Goldman Sachs shows, although the incoming fiscal stimulus is likely to be large, the impulse
on growth is likely to peak in H1 2021, especially because many of the items will be one-off, have lower multipliers as time
progresses, and because the new equilibrium savings rate may be higher than otherwise. Retirees, for example, are unlikely to
return to the pre-pandemic consumption patterns too swiftly.

Chart 7. Fiscal spending estimates for Covid relief and infrastructure packages. Source: Goldman Sachs.
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Chart 8. Fiscal impulse (as % of GDP) estimates for Covid relief and infrastructure packages. Source: Goldman Sachs.

What Georgia elections changed
Below is a great chart from our friend Jon Turek of JST Advisors that shows the mechanism by which the Fed’s pro-cyclical
reaction function works. In essence, as long as the Fed is focused on realized outcomes more than forecasted/modeled
relationships, reflationary expectations and a weakening USD become the fulcrum for a passive Fed becoming increasingly
accommodative as positive macro outcomes emerge, which in turns drives both further macro outcomes and lower reals and
USD.

Chart 9. Procyclical Fed reaction function “circular loop”. Source: Jon Turek/JST Advisors.

However, given the Georgia runoff elections giving Democrats an electoral trifecta and a mandate for fiscalism, US growth
expectations are now beginning to diverge from the rest of the world’s, to the upside. Combined with the more successful and
swifter vaccine rollout in the United States, this has started to put upward pressure on US nominal yields in the back of the
curve, and upward pressure on the US Dollar.
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However, because most of this impulse is materializing in the back-end of both nominal and real US curves, the impulse on
the USD has been relatively muted so far, and a far cry from prior divergence episodes like in 2018. As such, we are likely to
be in an environment where the pass-through of the Fed’s reaction function policy shift might be a little bit more nuanced than
in H2 2020 for example, but without derailing the broader circular flow.
Additionally, if European vaccine rollouts catch-up to America’s in Q2 as we project, we would expect to see even more
headwinds for USD and US reals to reemerge, and for the circular flow above to reassert itself in a stronger way. In the
meantime, there is scope for a little bit more of an uptick in especially longer-end US real yields. Indeed, the US reals curve is
already beginning to bifurcate, with the front-end (say, 5yr reals) staying suppressed and reflecting the Fed’s reaction function,
and the long-end (say, 30yr reals) rising and reflecting the rising growth expectations.

Global vaccine rollouts
The US has ignited an impressive early-stage vaccine rollout trend, with an average of about 1.5 million vaccine doses disbursed
daily over the past week, as of this writing. This smoothed daily dose disbursement pace is about 5x the pace at the beginning
of 2021. This is about 2.3x the smoothed daily pace of the European Union currently, an economic bloc with about a 36%
higher population than the United States to boot.
Why has Europe’s vaccination pace underperformed?
Europe has been constrained by vaccine supply, particularly with insufficient doses of the Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine in Italy
and Spain. An acceleration of Pfizer/BioNTech deliveries is expected in mid-February and this should help to quicken the
progress of first dose administration. Additionally, with new vaccines approved or showing promising signs of approval soon
(including the Johnson & Johnson, AstraZenaca/Oxford, Sanofi/GlaxoSmithKline and CureVac vaccines), tailwinds for dose
administration in Europe should begin emerging in the data in Q2.
Europe has also been constrained by a more cautious approach by its policymakers than leaders in the US, UK, and Israel.
European leaders utilized more skeptical approaches in negotiations with pharmaceutical companies, were more cautious about
the tradeoff between speed and safety/efficacy, and strictly adhered to the first vs second dose recommended timeline from
the two-dose vaccination manufacturers.
However, especially with much of the continent under pandemic restrictions given the latest wave, and against increasing
backlash at Europe’s underperforming pace of dose administration, we expect European leaders to begin prioritizing speed and
distribution, as their “wait and see” approach has given them a chance to see the success stories emerging out of the US, UK,
and especially Israel (where vaccine administration is now showing material impacts on infection and hospitalization rates).
What are the prospects for catch-up?
Looking ahead, the sharp decline in new case counts and hospitalization rates across Europe, combined with prospects for an
accelerating vaccine rollout, should lead to European growth playing “catch-up” after its “lost quarter” in Q1. It’s important to
remember that the US is also seeing a sharp reversal off of its latest wave’s peaks, so there isn’t much European outperformance
on that front yet.
But at present, it seems reasonable to us to expect a strong Q2 in European dose administration and ability to begin reopening,
which may begin to undercut some of the “American exceptionalism” views with respect to vaccine rollouts. It will be important
to see if the combination of lockdowns/new strains and the slow rollout eventually lead to more fiscal policy emerging from
Europe, which would be very welcome by its financial markets.
New variants
The new strains emerging out of the UK, Brazil, and South Africa pose a challenge to infectivity rates, and plausibly to an extent
to treatment efficacy and thus hospitalization rates and outcome severities. The E484k mutation on the spike protein in the
Brazilian and South African variants appear to show evidence of some antibody escape, which suggests that reinfection risks
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may emerge (particularly in people who had asymptomatic or mild Covid infection experiences earlier) and that treatments like
monoclonal antibodies (mAb’s) may be less effective in preventing severe outcomes in infected patients. There are also initial
signs that transmission rates may be higher among these new variants, although the initial signs from the UK don’t seem to
show replication in European data to the same extent as originally feared.
Early data suggests that the vaccines don’t appear to lose substantial efficacy against these new strains, which is especially
important given the high base of the initial efficacy rates, especially with the mRNA vaccines. Additionally, the mRNA vaccines
in particular can be quickly reconfigured (without additional clinical trials) to produce second-generation vaccines that have
higher efficacy with new strains, and even multivalent vaccines, which can target multiple strains at once with high efficacy,
although the latter is unlikely to be rolling out until next year.
However, as the chart from JP Morgan below shows, there is a bigger vaccine efficacy diminishment risk with the South African
strain, which includes the E484k mutation that may be allowing antibody escape (the ability of the virus to evade antibodies).
This is probably the biggest risk to derailing the global economy recovery that is currently occurring and forecasted to
accelerated.
If vaccine efficacy expectations need to be substantially and materially downgraded, and normalizations/reopenings pushed
back, then macroeconomic downside scenarios can reemerge. Policy responses can do a lot to offset these forces, if they were
to materialize, but at least initially, this would likely require a large repricing of financial assets.

Chart 10. n-CoV-19 vaccine and treatment efficacies, against original strain, UK variant, and South African variant. Source: JP Morgan, Novavax, University of Oxford, BioNTech, Moderna,
Sinovac, Gilead, Columbia University.

Looking beyond Q1
A prolonged underperformance in Europe’s vaccine rollout and especially first dose administration will have materially negative
impacts on both its economy, and the ability of the Fed’s FAIT strategy to reflate economies abroad. However, as JP Morgan’s
Maclom Barr states: “EU member states have chosen to centralize vaccine purchase through the Commission, and the EU has
simply been later to sign contracts with key vaccine suppliers compared to the UK and US. Somewhat slower regulatory
approval for vaccine use in the EU has also been a factor for the EU, but appears to have been very much secondary to
the influence of when contracts were struck.” If timing ends up as the key factor, and European leaders relent to pressure
to “catch-up”, there could be a bullish “hand-off” of dose administration acceleration from the US to Europe sometime in Q2.
Finally, if the new strains affect the US’s case count and hospitalization rate declines from the January peaks, then its own
normalization may be delayed a bit, as vaccines will have to work through the system before sufficient immunity is reached for
larger-scale normalization. In such an event, it will be interesting to see if Europe’s Covid statistics reversal from its latest peak
is able to continue, since it has already been dealing with new strains and has been under stronger transmission mitigation
measures. The key question as we enter Q2 will be: “does the divergence between US and European normalization forecasts
last?”
www.eiaalphapartners.com

Utilization rates and inflation prospects
Both underemployment rates and capacity utilization suggest there is a lot of slack in both labor and fixed capital markets at
present. This is going to keep a lid on how far inflation can accelerate in the near-term, even though we are likely to see transitory
acceleration emerging sometime in the second half of 2021. Chart 7 below shows how much room there is for both capacity
and labor utilization to rebound before reaching prior cycle peaks, none of which in the chart below coincided with much of
any “inflation overshooting”.

Chart 11. Capacity utilization (left axis, yellow), U6 underemployment rate (right axis 1, white, inverted), and prime-age employment-to-population ratio (right axis 2, green). Source: Bloomberg,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Census Bureau, Federal Reserve.

Transient inflation vs overheating
As mentioned before, we expect a temporary acceleration in inflation, perhaps in the back half of this year, for a few factors
we discuss below. Chart 8 below shows how the internals of the ISM PMIs may be presaging such a transient inflation
acceleration in the back half of this year.

Chart 12. ISM prices paid indices for services (green, right axis 1) and manufacturing (blue, right axis 2) with 6-month forward lead/lag, vs CPI (yellow, left axis 1) and PCE (red, left axis 2)
inflation rates. Source: Bloomberg, Federal Reserve.
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We expect the Fed to “look through” it, particularly in the context of their FAIT strategy, but also more generally in terms of
how they will assess such an inflation acceleration within their broader macroeconomic frameworks and lenses. We expect the
markets to also, generally speaking, “look through” such a pop in inflation, although they may be prone to more overreaction
in the short-term.
Looking further ahead, however, there is scope for inflation to accelerate further down the recovery’s trajectory. The key
difference between the last few cycles and this one is the magnitude of the fiscal backstop to household balance sheets. To the
extent such inflation acceleration materializes, it will show up first and foremost in wage growth, which itself will require higher
rates of labor utilization. Below is a snapshot of wage pressures at present.

Chart 13. Atlanta Fed median wage growth tracker YoY (white line, left axis) and employment cost index YoY (blue line, right axis). Source: Bloomberg, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Federal Reserve.

Services labor intensity
Even with this backdrop, however, it’s also possible that another novel dynamic emerged this cycle that wasn’t extant in prior
cycles, specifically about the labor intensity of services output (or, in other words, the extent of labor compensation required
to generate a unit of output). Similar to how China’s entry to the WTO was a permanent shock to the labor intensity of goods
output (as the combination of technology and outsourcing labor to cheaper locales like China allowed for much lower labor
compensation required for the same level of goods output), it’s possible that the Covid crisis was a permanent shock to the
labor intensity of services output.
This matters because services inflation and wage growth have been most sensitive to domestic measures of labor utilization
rates, or in other words, the Phillips Curve is not as “flat” for services industries and labor compensation. If the Covid crisis
leads to cost-cutting and technological innovation in the services sector as well, for example with both the supply
chain/distribution elements of restaurants being more technologically optimized and automated, and the serving side being
increasingly replaced by kiosks, then even as the recovery progresses and services demand and output normalizes, employment
and especially wage growth may underperform the output recovery, especially after the initial one-time positive shock to services
demand as post-vaccination normalization begins in earnest.
A similar dynamic may be emerging in the healthcare services space as well, particularly as telehealth becomes increasingly
common. If this were to materialize, then we would have to downgrade our longer-run inflation forecasts, as well as the time it
would take to get to “FAIT mission accomplished”. This would also imply that the Fed can remain dovish for longer, and risk
asset valuations can become increasingly rich, in the meantime. The flip side is that risk assets may become increasingly
vulnerable to whenever inflation overshoots and Fed tightening do finally emerge.
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3. Markets
Government bonds
Our analysis of government bonds begins with looking at Fed policy expectations for end-2024. At present, the Eurodollars
curve is pricing a little over four hikes between present and end-2024. Based on a conviction-weighted average of our bull, base,
and bear macro cases, we came into the year with four hikes by end-2024 as a “fair value”. At the time, the market was pricing
closer to about 2.5 hikes in that time period. We were able to benefit from the repricing of the US forward rates curve after the
Georgia runoff elections provided Democrats a trifecta.
Looking ahead, we think value may be emerging again in the front and belly of the US curve. The monetary-fiscal policy cocktail
under Biden, Powell, and Yellen is very potent, and perhaps longer-run growth rates are likely to rise. However, we do take the
Fed at its word regarding FAIT, and we don’t expect durably above-target inflation to even be able to emerge until the second
half of 2022 at the soonest. As mentioned in the macro section, we will also be on the lookout for if services wage growth
underperforms the output recovery, which could push back above-target inflation to further in the future.
The US economy likely sees a one-time inflation impulse in the back half of 2021, but until the back half of 2022, it will be
difficult to ascertain the underlying inflation rate outside of this one-time shock coming out of base effect tailwinds. As such,
we think mid-2023 is the soonest we can expect a “mission accomplished” moment for the Fed. We do expect the Fed to begin
signaling for a taper of its QE purchases sometime in the back half of the year. But we think the “bullish macro” trade in
Eurodollar “greens” (March 2023 through December 2023 forwards) to be relatively “full” now.
Below, we assess the market-implied paths and outcomes through the three following questions and lenses:
1.
2.
3.

How quickly does the Fed feel comfortable declaring “mission accomplished” on its FAIT strategy? Or put another way, how
quickly does the core PCE inflation rate show durability at-/above-target?
Looking past FAIT “mission accomplished”, does the Fed utilize a quicker tightening pace to play “catch-up”? Does inflation
begin an upside feedback loop or remain relatively stable at whatever rate it settles at?
Have long-term trend growth and inflation rates changed because of the unprecedented fiscal policy, accommodated by the Fed?
Has the range of plausible outcomes for long-term growth and inflation rates widened?

Getting to “mission accomplished”
For the first question, the key is how quickly we approach durably above-target inflation. Another related question is whether
the Fed’s FAIT approach is credible, or in other words: “will the Fed really wait for x amount of months of at-/above-target
inflation, before being willing to tighten?”
We do believe the Fed’s FAIT is generally credible, especially because its strategic policy review began before the COVID crisis.
The messaging remains supportive, as well, with Vice Chair Clarida recently saying he expects “one year of above-target
inflation” before hikes can begin. We expect March FOMC to clarify this credibility, based on whether and by how much the
Fed reinforces FAIT in its messaging.
On the following page is the Z1/Z4 Eurodollar curve (the spread between December 2021 forwards and December 2024
forwards), which roughly (not adjusted for LIBOR/OIS basis dynamics, nor for LIBOR → SOFR transition) reflects the
amount of Fed tightening implied between end-2021 and end-2024. At 114bps, this represents over four hikes by end-2024 to
“break even” this curve.
Another approach is to think about the curve distributionally. In this case, we are curious about the implied probability for
Covid being a labor intensity shock to services output. There are far more bearish scenarios, including for example the risk that
a decline in vaccine efficacy to new variants derails the timeline for and pace of normalization.
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Chart 14. Eurodollar December 2021/December 2024 curve. Source: Bloomberg.

But to be conservative, let’s label one scenario being defined by a more gradual path to durably >2% core PCE inflation, with
two hikes by end-2024. In this scenario, perhaps we don’t see FAIT “mission accomplished” until mid-2023, and hike gradually
from there until end-2024, at a pace of every other quarter. Let’s also consider the scenarios of three, four, five, and six hikes
by end-2024.
Different combinations of scenario-implied hikes and their probabilities lead to different output values for this ED Z1Z4 curve.
One such approach, using conservative assumptions, is 30% odds each for four and five hikes by end-2024, and 25% odds for
six hikes. This matches up with the current Z1/Z4 curve if three hikes are priced at 10% and two hikes at 5%. So our bear case
is priced at a pretty low implied probability of occurring.
What is required for at least 15% odds of the bear scenario occurring in this naïve model? Assuming that the implied odds will
not decline as we increase the number of hikes from our bear scenario (implying that the bear scenario is on the left part of the
distribution), it would require the three-, four-, and five-hike scenarios to all be implied at the same 15% odds, and the six-hike
scenario to be priced at 40%, and even then we are just below the implied pricing for the Z1/Z4 curve of 114bps.
A more sophisticated approach is beyond the scope of this note and would involve many more scenarios and a different
approach to statistical modeling. But for the purposes of this note, this naïve approach serves to highlight the extent of
bullishness implied in the current pricing for hikes thru end-2024. Of course, higher risk premium and volatilities can allow this
curve to diverge from the Fed path estimated by market participants, but if that is what is driving things, that’s an attractive risk
premium to collect compared to some other parts of the forwards curve.

Chart 15. Naïve probability distribution modeling for the December 2021/December 2024 curve. Source: Bloomberg, authors’ calculations.
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Furthermore, the Z2/Z3 curve in Chart 16 below (which roughly reflects the amount of Fed tightening implied in the 2023
calendar year) is now at around 50bps, or about two hikes in 2023. Similarly, December 2022 Eurodollars are trading at about
a 17bps discount to front-month contracts, which represents about 50% implied odds for a hike in 2022, after roughly adjusting
for LIBOR-OIS using the Fed Funds curve. We think both of these implied pricings are getting a bit ahead of themselves, and
although they could “overshoot” further first, we think value is beginning to emerge in this part of the Eurodollars term
structure.
As such, we have been monetizing our trades in this part of the curve, which reflected our views and positioning going into
and coming out of the Georgia runoff elections, especially as they received an additional surprise boost from the better-thanexpected vaccine rollout in the US so far. We are also beginning to dip our toes in building long rates exposures in this part of
the forwards curve, although we are retaining dry powder here for potentially even more attractive entry prices to build this
position out further.

Chart 16. Eurodollar December 2022/December 2023 curve. Source: Bloomberg.

Post-“mission accomplished” catch-up?
On the other hand, we see good reason for more uncertainty about the Fed’s path further out. In terms of this cycle specifically,
an important question is whether or not the Fed uses a faster tightening pace to play “catch-up” after it determines “mission
accomplished” on its FAIT approach.
As the market tries to digest very strong growth in the near-term, and a quicker-than-normal reduction of labor market slack,
the timing and pace of post-FAIT tightening is increasingly uncertain, with a wider range of plausible outcomes, and this is
being reflected in volatility pricing.
For example, the 2y2y USD swap represents the 2-year yield, two years forward from the present. At present, it would reflect
the expectations for the 2yr yield’s level in late February 2023, which is a good proxy for the post-FAIT timing and pace
questions above.
The swaption volatility for this swap has moved from about 30 to 50 vols, as seen in Chart 17 below, and since uncertainty and
wider probability distributions tend to be reflected by higher volatilities, this echoes the above paragraph. We think that the
case for higher 10yr UST yields will be a function of higher implied volatility in forward rates like this one. As the chart, swaption
vol is coming off of a very low base.
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We don’t see much asymmetry yet to fade the current move in this part of the curve, and are willing to let long-volatility
positions here run longer. One key element here will be about the timing and size of the Biden infrastructure package, since
analyst ranges for both timing and size are quite wide right now. A relatively quick and large package is likely to widen these
vols much further.

Chart 17. USD 2y2y forward swaption implied volatility. Source: Bloomberg.

Another way to look at this same question is to think about the pace of hiking implied between end-2023 and end-2025, as a
rough estimate of “post-FAIT mission accomplished tightening pace”. At present, this curve is at 97bps, or breaking even
around four total hikes in 2024 through 2025, or roughly a hike every other quarter in that period. This seems like it could go
higher, as the “catch-up” pace could bring more uncertainty into these vols.
To summarize, we think that we are nearing a point where the Fed or risk assets will push back on the risk premium and
tightening pace building in the 2022-23 part of the Eurodollars curve. Perhaps a full hike priced-in by end-2022 would represent
“capitulation” on this front. If the Fed reinforces FAIT at its March FOMC meeting, we think that we will go back to an
environment of suppressed rates vol in the front and belly. However, we are open to the notion that the post-“mission
accomplished” Fed “catch-up” tightening pace could open up if the Fed does indeed reinforce FAIT.

Equities
Equities have run significantly, discounting an increasingly quick normalization and reopening on the back of the vaccine
developments, very strong fiscal impulses, and a dovish Fed. Although we are seeing bubbles emerging in pockets of the equity
market, we don’t think we are at dotcom bubble type of dynamics on the index level yet. In the late-1990s, the equity risk
premium (which we simplistically define as the 1yr forward S&P earnings yield minus the US 10yr Treasury yield) was negative,
and the extreme valuations were not justified by the interest rate backdrop. At present, as Chart 18 on the following page shows,
the ERP remains quite elevated, near the low-end of the post-2008 ERP range, but far above the pre-dotcom bubble range.
With the fiscal and monetary backdrop as they are, we think there remains room for risk premium compression.
At present, we think about 4500 or so in the S&P is a fair target for 2021. We do not expect “bubble risk” to emerge on the
index level until some of the megacap tech names like Apple, Microsoft, and Facebook are at far higher multiples, given their
strong cash flow growth and the interest rates backdrop. A 12mo fwd P/E of 30 like Microsoft has is not consistent with a
bubble when it is against a 1.3% 10yr Treasury yield backdrop and with such strong margins and cash flow growth.
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Chart 18. S&P 500 12-month forward equity risk premium ([1 / 12-month forward S&P 500 P/E] minus 10-year US Treasury yield). Source: Bloomberg, author’s calculations.

More generally, we think there are still some pockets of opportunity to play the “recovery” trade. Energy stocks, for example,
still appear to have room to normalize, especially with the pre-Covid “undershoot” on the back of ESG flows and the
broadening realization that many oil & gas future cash flows are increasingly finite as we decarbonize. Travel names and
financials also still offer some further normalization potential.
Looking further ahead, whenever the rates back-up slows down, whether due to growth momentum peaking or the Fed (or risk
assets volatility) short-circuiting the rates volatility, we expect leadership to be handed off again back to megacap tech names,
which have ample room to re-rate in this rates environment.
We rotated a lot of our exposure from large growth to small value back in October and November, and have been pleased with
the factor tailwinds on the back of vaccine headlines, the Georgia runoff elections, and the successful vaccine rollout. We
expected the FAAMG type of names to underperform in this environment, and they have been basing in a choppy range since
about September. Looking further ahead, we think they could breakout and take the “baton” from recovery names/cyclicals
whenever rates volatility dies down. Given the fact that the US has outperformed on the fiscal and vaccine rollout side, we
think US markets may be becoming more “full”, and interesting opportunities may be emerging abroad in Europe and select
emerging markets.
In the meantime, we remain bullish on recovery trades, although with less aggressiveness compared to Q4 2020, and increasingly
monetizing some gains in select areas as those normalizations become fuller, such as in the Nikkei, which has rallied over 30%
since November, at a ~135% annualized pace. As always, our long/short book continues to include bigger-picture themes, and
with the rise of large inflows into thematic ETFs like ARKK and ARKG, many of these positions are increasingly excessively
valued, and we have been taking the opportunity to monetize some gains in some of these long-bullish themes, trailing stops,
and focusing more on opportunistic risk deploying from here, after very sharp rallies and frothy implicit expectations at this
point.
We are on the lookout to see if rates volatility begins to bleed into equity volatility, especially with some dealer hedging flow
tailwinds being diminished until early March. We think any such volatility would likely present opportunities to add back into
dips, and in the meantime, we have some smaller-sized downside structures that provide asymmetric profit profiles for tactical
dips. We are also keeping an eye out on if the spread of new variants in the US begins to decelerate the pace of the sharp
declines in case count growth and hospitalization rates. If this were to occur, there is scope for the risk of a “belated
overreaction” to this development by market participants, especially with the backdrop being far frothier than pre-November.
Unless there’s a material shift in vaccine efficacy to new variants, however, we think such a dip would likely be buyable.
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More generally though, we don’t expect a more durable correction until growth momentum peaks, downside surprises to
vaccine efficacy (perhaps in relation to new variants), or if yields dramatically rise (especially if the correlation between stocks
and bonds begins to shift, and bonds begin to lose “portfolio insurance” value, as Chart 19 highlights the risk of). If the Fed
stays the course with FAIT, and we don’t see inflationary feedback loops emerge in the near future, we think end-cycle
valuations could end up far richer than what may be considered reasonable in normal backdrops. This will inevitably imply low
long-term expected returns after this cycle ends, so we are cognizant of the tradeoffs involved. However, at the present time,
we are not near the end of this cycle.

Chart 19. Bond and equity annual return 10-year correlations (left panel) and supply/demand shocks vs inflation (right panel). Source: TS Lombard.

Foreign exchange
We spent most of post-COVID 2020 focused in short-USD trades, against funding currencies (like EUR and JPY), risk
currencies (like emerging markets and AUD), and precious metals (like gold and silver). However, as the US has shown some
“exceptionalism” reemerge since the Georgia runoff elections (larger fiscal impulses) and the very successful vaccine rollout
(especially compared to Europe), the dynamics have changed.
The Georgia elections, providing Democrats a “sweep” and helping to chop off the political left tails of fiscal obstructionism,
dramatically reduced the odds that the Fed would have to stay stuck at zero rates throughout the whole cycle, like the
expectations for Europe and Japan. This made funding currencies like EUR and JPY and CHF far more attractive to sell again
vs the USD, since it was no longer a game of “everyone is at ZIRP forever, so just buy the DM currency with the lowest
inflation and thus highest real yields”.
However, the intersection of FAIT and upward growth expectation revisions have continued to help drive risk FX higher.
AUD/USD just made a new post-Covid high in recent days (as Chart 20 shows), for example, despite rising US yields (which
now include even real yields). We think as long as bonds are not hitting stocks, risk currencies should continue to rise, and be
increasingly funded in funding currencies rather than just USD.
Looking further ahead, we think at some point in perhaps Q2, some tailwinds can reemerge for the Euro again. We expect the
Fed to reinforce FAIT at its March FOMC meeting, and something along the lines of calendar-based guidance would really
push back against the market’s attempt to digest the extent of upward surprises likely to emerge in the US this year. The Fed
wants to remain reactive to outcomes, while markets inherently discount expectations, and bridging this gap is likely to be
something the Fed focuses on, which can help cap some of the US’s yield premium. Additionally, our analysis suggests that
Europe’s vaccine rollout should dramatically accelerate in Q2, after a rough start and a “lost quarter”. Finally, the US’s yield
premium in the long end of the curve has been basically flat since the Georgia elections, as Chart 21 shows. We will be keeping
an eye on technical developments that support or invalidate our suspicions on this front.
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Chart 20. Australian Dollar / US Dollar exchange rate. Source: Bloomberg.

Chart 21. US/German 30-year yield spread. Source: Bloomberg.

One last point we would make here is that the rise of central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) is likely to be a big factor in 2022.
China’s DCEP program is now getting off the ground, with its 2022 Winter Beijing Olympics likely to play a big role in China’s
aim to internationalize the RMB. The ECB and Fed are both working on bringing their respective fiat currencies onto
blockchains as well.
Although we are more than happy to play the chart patterns and technical on BTC and ETH futures, we do believe that the
rise of CBDCs will be a key “test”, especially against the backdrop of BTC’s four-year “halving” cycle ending sometime in Q2
or Q3 of this year. As such, we remain bullish RMB as a currency with internationalization potential, especially after four years
of President Trump, and we are less keen to be trading cyrptos on the bullish side after this autumn. But as Keynes said, “if the
facts change, I change my mind”, so we are open to changing ours.
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Commodities
Our general view since March has been that the new fiscal/monetary nexus globally (and increasingly accelerated in the United
States) helps to make commodities the likely “valve” for positive macro outcomes to be reflected. If rates markets are suboptimal expressions because of the new asymmetries in central bank reaction functions (although this obviously can happen in
fits and starts, as the rates moves since Georgia elections have shown), equities are increasingly richly valued with pockets of
excess, currencies have “guardrails” from the monetary/fiscal shifts being a global phenomenon, and commodities have had
a decade of under-investment, then commodities may provide a very interesting bullish expression for macro outcomes.

Indeed, from energy, to industrial metals, to agricultural commodities, everything has rallied quite significantly since the
pandemic lows. We agree with Jeff Currie at Goldman Sachs that we are likely in the early innings of a true “commodity
supercycle”, partially due to a decade of under-investment in capex, and partially due to the strong policy mix backdrop globally.
Additionally, US shale producers, for example, no longer are underwritten for high-leverage, “freewheeling” type of capital
allocation. This should keep the supply response to higher prices tampered down versus in the past.
Although we are bullish commodities, they are likely to be very sensitive to any risk asset volatility or downside macro surprises,
so a lot of our exposure has been expressed through options. Furthermore, in some places, like oil for example, some equities
provide more asymmetry than the vanilla futures contracts. But we do believe in the longer-term story and would be encouraged
by healthy corrections along the way.
In terms of precious metals, as mentioned in the rates and currencies sections, the Georgia runoff elections changed the
dynamics quite a bit. Gold in particular is fundamentally a trade on real yields, as gold offers a zero real yield, and the lower real
yields get, the more attractive gold can be in an asset allocation. However, although more optimistic macro expectations have
driven breakevens higher and pushed real yields lower, this has increasingly been in the front-end of the US reals curve, unlike
in 2020 when it was the whole curve moving down. The back-end of the US reals curve has not been responding to higher
breakevens the same way, and 30-year US real yields are now actually positive.

Chart 22. US 30-year (white) and 5-year (blue) real yields. Source: Bloomberg.

If the Fed helps cap longer-term real yields, then gold and silver can become expressions of positive macro outcomes again, as
better growth drives breakevens higher and real yields lower across the curve. If we are out of that dynamic because of the
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Georgia elections and the vaccine rollout, then gold and silver may require a backdrop of growth momentum stabilizing and/or
weakening, in order to show positive performance.
We are keeping an eye on the reals curve, dynamics between the Fed and real yields, and chart technicals. If gold can hold
~1750-60/oz support (the red line in Chart 23 on the following page), then its correction may be ending and it may be ready
to base, and ultimately breakout later this year. If gold loses that support without recapturing it soon after, then the broader
trade may be complete, and industrial and energy commodities may continue to outperform precious metals.

Chart 23. Gold long-term logarithmic price chart. Source: Bloomberg.
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